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i have no issue with this in principle, but i am already using fpga_proemlt_integ_ebcmulty_clock.v and would like to be able
to do some verification on the design withthe fpga_proemlt_integ_ebc_mux.v if i could have a model running in modelsim

toassess the results. i just downloaded and tried it.i tried to load the design for an fpga_proemlt_integ_ebc_mux.v and
icouldn't open it at all. i tried it on a fresh modelsim 6.2 windows 64 bit, andi could open a new project and i was able to add
this design to the new project.what i tried to do was run the simulation using the new project, and it got allthe way through

the simulation and then the simulation would fail with the "undefinedreference to 'fpga_proemlt_integ_ebc_mux' in
'fpga_proemlt_integ_ebc_frc_mux_mux' at" error. if you had the same issue, i can't help you. i have been repeatedlytold by

a xilinx representative that the issue has been addressed. while i haveseen no evidence of this, i'm happy to watch my
github account for any updates toit. you can find sample project that use modelsim here.tip: modelsim will create a

directory c:\modelsim_data\you can change the location of the directory by using the environment variables section in the
project properties window,  or you can change it during the start process by adding the following line at the start

line:    model_dir c:\modelsim_data. this report will be generated in a format that xilinx provides. this is the "pvcs" format,
which stands for "partverificationcoverage simulator" or "product verification coverage simulation." this is xilinx's term for a

coverage report of how well a model performed during simulation. this report is useful for getting an idea of how your
design may behave during simulation. the bigger the report, the more thorough the simulation. if you want to review the
report for issues that occurred during simulation, you can use the "covs" files to compare with the report. the settings for

displaying the report are provided as commands in the xdcov.ini file.
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the xilinx software for configuring the starter kit is xilinx starter kit configuration tool >xsti>1.0.
the starter kit configuration utility allows users to configure the starter kit. to download the starter
kit configuration utility, log in to http://www.xilinx.com/products/software/xstarterkit/index.htm the
extension manager can be run at any time; the database it uses is only as up-to-date as is needed.
when run, it first asks for your current license information. if this is incorrect, its a clear sign that
the database is out-of-date, and it will automatically open the license agreement if a copy exists.

note that this does not invalidate any previous license agreements, and you can always revoke it at
any time. after you have signed in (or immediately if you choose not to sign in), the extension

manager will present you with a list of currently installed extensions, and lets you install them (or
update the ones that you have already installed) in any order. it will prompt you to review each

package before installing; if you do not agree to the terms, it will automatically uninstall the
package. this is a convenient way to remove unwanted extensions, and is even faster than

manually reviewing the terms and removing those that do not meet your requirements. you can
even control the order in which extensions are installed. the extension manager is only as useful as
the database it uses, which may contain outdated information, but is continually updated to reflect
the current state of the extensions that are published. we ask that you report any problems in the

appropriate forum. 5ec8ef588b
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